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We can easily recognize everyday objects
We can easily recognize everyday objects
Understanding human categorization can prevent future fatalities
Understanding human categorization can prevent future fatalities
Humans categorize objects both logically and subconsciously
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Implicit categorization occurs in the neutrons
Categorization occurs by sending images through the brain

Implicit categorization occurs in the neurons
Groups of neurons control your visual field

Rotations of everyday objects are accommodated by neurons, allowing implicit categorization
We want to know if rotation affects implicit categorization
Our experiment leads test subjects to begin implicit categorization
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- Tail Length
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Subjects receive feedback when they categorize the fish.
Subjects receive feedback when they categorize the fish
The fish are flipped in the last block to test the effect of rotation
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Categorization affects rotation but the data is inconclusive
In the future, we could modify our experiment in order to improve results
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